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ABSTRACT

Planning competitions are used as a way to determine alternatives and promote innovative solutions in the early phase of urban planning. However, the traditional jury-based evaluation process is encountering significant opposition, as it does not consider the views of local residents. This chapter describes how web-based public participation tools are utilized in urban planning competitions to register public opinion alongside the expert view given by the jury. The research focus of this chapter is on studying how public participation can be arranged in competition processes, how the contestants use the information produced, and how it has been utilized in further planning of the area. Based on two Finnish case studies, this study indicates that web-based tools can augment public participation in the competition process. However, the results indicate that the impact of participation on selecting the winner is weak. Instead, in further planning of the area, the public opinions are valuable.
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INTRODUCTION

In Nordic countries and in Europe, urban planning and design competitions play a significant role as planning instruments in the field of urban planning. Indeed, such competitions are often used as a way to identify and promote new ideas and alternatives in relation to various urban design projects or even as a starting point for an actual plan. In the context of urban planning, competitions are used, for example, in the planning of new housing areas and in urban renewal projects in areas where changes in land use are envisaged.

In Finland, municipalities have a strong mandate for public urban planning. The land use system is hierarchical, from the regional level steered by the unions of counties to the municipal level of planning. Though the demand for participatory planning is acknowledged in the Finnish Land Use and Building Act (132/1999) and the role of participation has strengthened in recent years, the form of participation varies across Finnish cities (Bäcklund & Mäntysalo, 2010). This has especially been the case in planning competitions, where participation is not taken into account in the Finnish rules for competitions (SAFA, 2008). Even though competitions are used as planning instruments aiming to develop urban areas, participation during the competition process is not mandatory. The official participation process usually only begins after municipal planning has commenced. In this chapter, we study how web-based tools are used in urban planning competitions to enhance public participation in planning.

Various academic studies have been conducted in the field of public participation and collaboration of urban planning. These studies have focused either on the activities in which people are engaged or on the broader purpose of participation (Schlossberg & Shuford, 2005). In very recent years, there has been an increasing research interest in architectural and urban planning competitions (Andersson, Zettersten, & Rönn, 2016). Despite this, research cases concerning public participation in planning competitions represent something of an exception, with relatively little previous work being recorded. The need for enhancing participation in the competition process has recently been identified and studied. For example, a dialogue-based architectural competition model presented by Kreiner, Jacobsen, and Jensen (2011) adds interaction between the contestants and the competition jury; Volker (2010) has studied design competitions from the client perspective; and Grangaard and Ryhl (2016) have approached the topic from the perspective of universal design. However, public participation in urban planning competitions is a sparsely studied area, and there is an evident gap in research of web-based public participation in this context. This study aims to fill this gap by providing insight into how e-participation can be implemented in urban planning competitions.
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